A finite integration (FI) method on a space-time grid is studied for computation of electromagnetic wave propagation, where a nonuniform time-step distribution is naturally introduced. Orthogonality between dual grids is given by the Lorentz metric to obtain a constitutive equation for electromagnetic variables. Electromagnetic field computations show that the FI method on a nonuniform space-time grid yields correct wave propagation.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [1] is widely used for electromagnetic field computation because of its efficiency and accuracy. However, the conventional Yee grid requires brick-type representation of analyzed objects. The finite integration (FI) method [2] , [3] can use flexible spatial grids including tetrahedral, prismatic, and pyramidal elements. Both conventional FDTD and FI methods use a uniform time-step. The FDTD method using sub-grids [4] , [5] uses nonuniform time-steps, but uses only brick-type spatial grids.
In contrast, space and time are handled in a unified manner by the special theory of relativity. Although usual electromagnetic field computation requires no relativity theory, electromagnetic fields can be analyzed in space-time because Maxwell equations are unaffected by the special theory of relativity. Actually, several space-time finite element methods [6] - [8] have been proposed for eddy-current analysis.
This study examines a space-time FI method for electromagnetic wave propagation, where nonuniform time-step distribution is naturally introduced.
II. FINITE INTEGRATION METHOD ON A SPACE-TIME GRID

A. Electromagnetics in Space-Time
The Euclid metric is used in this article for an analogical explanation to the conventional electromagnetics in 2-D or 3-D space.
For simplicity, permittivity and permeability are assumed to be constant. A time-variable is introduced as
A 2-D-electromagnetic field is described by (2) 
Two electromagnetic vectors are formally defined in space-time as (5) Equations (2) and (3) can be rewritten with and as (6) where means . The integral form of (6) is given as (7) where and respectively denote the unit normal and tangential vectors. Equation (7) derives an FI method in space-time using electromagnetic variables defined as (8) (9) The integration of , and along the -direction is assumed implicitly for unit length in (9).
When orthogonal primal and sub grids in space-time are used, the FI method reduces (7) to (see Variables and are defined, respectively, on the primal and sub grids. Integration of along the -direction is assumed implicitly for unit length in (13). Let be the normal vector of a face of the primal grid. To relate to , the tangential vector of the corresponding edge of the sub grid is given as , as presented in Fig. 2 . Thereby (14) where . In fact, is orthogonal to the corresponding face of the primal grid by the Lorentz metric.
B. Explicit Time-Marching
For the space-time FI method to be as efficient as the conventional FDTD method, an explicit time-marching scheme is required. An explicit scheme is given as follows.
For simplicity, a scheme for 2-D space-time with 1-D space along the -direction is derived where . Fig. 3 presents a space-time grid in which the solid and dashed lines respectively denote edges of primal and sub grids. The grid has three domains according to the time-step: (I) the domain with time-step , (II) the domain with , and (III) the domain connecting (I) and (II). For simplicity, and are assumed to be uniform and is uniformly set to unity. 
C. 3-D Space-Time Grid With 2-D Space
The explicit time-marching scheme presented in the preceding subsection can be extended to that for a 3-D space-time grid with 2-D space. When and are nonuniform, it is convenient to use variable instead of changing the metric dependently on and . The extension of the method above to a 4-D space-time FI method is possible, but it is not straightforward because analogical discussion based on (6) and (7) is difficult to apply to 4-D space-time.
III. APPLICATION TO WAVE COMPUTATION
Wave propagation induced by a magnetic current source is analyzed to examine the space-time FI method. For simplicity, the permittivity and permeability are set uniformly to unity by normalization. The magnetic current source with normalized frequency of 0.1 is located as depicted in Fig. 7(a) . Fig. 7(b) depicts a space-time primal grid with 2-D-space. Domains (I) and (II) have a uniform time-step and , respectively, which are connected by the domain (III). The FI method can use prism elements in domain (II) similarly to the usual brick elements. The spatial cell size is unity and in domain (I). The space-time FI method yields a distribution of as portrayed in Fig. 8(a) at and , which agrees with that given by the conventional FDTD method having the same spatial grid and time-step as in domain (I). For comparison, Fig. 8(b) shows the distribution obtained from the FI method with uniform time-step using similar prism elements partially. Small discrepancies in the distributions are seen in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , which are caused by nonuniform computational grids. The discrepancy can be reduced by the use of sufficiently small spatial grid size compared with the wavelength.
Next, wave scattering by a triangle dielectric is analyzed. The dielectric has and , which occupies half of domain (II), as depicted in Fig. 7(a) . Fig. 9 method with half-sized spatial and time steps yields a similar distribution shown in Fig. 9 (c) to that in Fig. 9(a) , at the expense of about four times as much computation time as the space-time FI method.
IV. CONCLUSION
A space-time FI method was applied to electromagnetic field computation for flexible time discretization depending on nonuniform spatial discretization. Orthogonality between primal and sub grids was given by the Lorentz metric to obtain a constitutive equation for electromagnetic variables. An explicit time-marching scheme was presented.
Future work remains: discussion of the dispersion property of the space-time FI method, and extension of the proposed method to a 4-D space-time FI method.
